2010 camaro dovetail spoiler

You are browsing camaro5. User Name Remember Me? Are there any other Dovetail spoilers
available besides NLP? Is NLP the only place to get their spoiler or are other vendors selling
their product? I want to eventually get a Dovetail spoiler and like the one from NLP. Just curious
about any others that might be available and obviously looking for the best place to buy one. I
notice in that thread that there is no mention of the GM dovetail spoiler, part number Find More
Posts by Apex Paul. View My Garage. Carbon by design got my money. Best prices around.
Havent received yet but suppose to be here monday. Originally Posted by Apex Paul. I wonder
why they moved the 3rd brake light from the top of the rear window to the bottom like it was in
the concept car GMPP has not yet produced this spoiler. When it becomes available, you can
order it from your dealer. I got mine from Carbon By Design. Its an awesome spoiler but it didnt
come with a template for drilling the holes and when I asked them for one they said they didnt
have one. So I am still in search of a template. I have e-mailed a few vendors but not having any
luck. Looks like I am gonna have to attempt to make my own template and just drill away and
hope for the best lol. Originally Posted by marley. Attached Images. Originally Posted by ROD1.
The part number is wrong fort that spoiler. The number is actually for the wing spoiler. They are
not selling the DE dovetail at this time. My guess is that the have'nt taken the time to get them
to production with the built in brake light that is required due to the spoiler's obstruction of the
rear window brake light. Originally Posted by JuicedSS. I'm not sure how this spoiler mounts,
so this information may not be relevant, but I have installed a bolt-on spoiler on a car without
using a template. All you do is thread all-thread with sharpened ends into the spoiler so that just
the pointed end is sticking out, and then you place the spoiler on the car in the proper position
and press down. This will leave marks where you need to drill the holes. The picture below
shows what I am talking about when I say sharpened all-thread. Thread Tools. Manuals,
Literature, Workbooks, Brochures, Etc. All times are GMT The time now is AM. Where to get
Dovetail spoiler? User Name. Remember Me? Mark Forums Read. Find More Posts by
caverman. Find More Posts by Dboy Visit Apex Paul's homepage! Find More Posts by lawdogg
Quote: Originally Posted by Apex Paul I notice in that thread that there is no mention of the GM
dovetail spoiler, part number Find More Posts by daphatgrant. Find More Posts by marley.
Quote: Originally Posted by marley. Quote: Originally Posted by JuicedSS I'm not sure how this
spoiler mounts, so this information may not be relevant, but I have installed a bolt-on spoiler on
a car without using a template. Find More Posts by PieNsky. NLP dovetail spoiler installed. Find
More Posts by chevyss. Looks real nice. Find More Posts by Bear. Posting Rules. Similar
Threads. Any update on dovetail spoiler availability? Cosmetics and Lighting Modification
Discussions. Dovetail spoiler and factory stipes? Dovetail spoiler and the Hurst shifter. You are
browsing camaro5. User Name Remember Me? View My Garage. Just purchased one yesterday
and am trying to decide to install or not. Should get it sometime next week. Have been looking
at all the pictures I can find. Sometimes it looks awesome and sometimes it just looks odd.
Wanted to hear what others had to say and opinions. First time i saw it was in on a Berger
Camaro, since that day i said i wanted it! Love it and would never have went any other route!
IMHO the blade spoiler looks great. Not a fan. But it's not my car. Do what you want. I don't love
it but I don't hate it. I would not put it on my car. Last edited by nyrfan; at PM. Looks like an
afterthought, and a bulky one at that. Not a fan, but that's just me. Originally Posted by Bradrulz.
I like the way that one looks from the side and from the front looking back but I cant stand how
it looks from the rear! I definitely think these cars look better with most of the aftermarket
options vs stock! Unfortunately I cant find the one I liked the most! I saw a member here post a
picture of it but cant find the post now! It was long and raked back at a better angle! It looked
more like one on a pro stock car and kind of similar to the angle on the gt spoiler! I had same
thoughts alot here do. Put it on and like it. Also gm quality, paint matched so no problems there,
looks like one from a Z28 sort of. After awhile you get used to it and looks good, it does have its
best angles and some not but every spoiler out there has a good and bad view, and alot of the
popular ones I find not to be that great and look odd from the side and the back. And As usual
beauty is in the eye of the beholder. I'm not a fan of them on a 5th gen, but they look better on a
2nd gen. But again thats me. Manuals, Literature, Workbooks, Brochures, Etc. All times are GMT
The time now is AM. Thoughts on GM Dovetail Spoiler? User Name. Remember Me? Mark
Forums Read. Page 1 of 5. Thread Tools. Find More Posts by Bradrulz. Find More Posts by
csmith Find More Posts by dkp2LT. Didn't like it at first, but it is starting to grow on me! Find
More Posts by Dznts. Find More Posts by nyrfan. Not my cup of tea Find More Posts by Cheveey
Revo1 Don't Like it? Find More Posts by Revo1. Quote: Originally Posted by Bradrulz Just
purchased one yesterday and am trying to decide to install or not. Find More Posts by jameslk
Find More Posts by pincoin. Posting Rules. Included w This Camaro flush mount 3-piece spoiler
is made from fiberglass for less than half the price of an OEM spoiler. With the spoiler, you'll ge
Designed with an aggressive and sporty look, this Camaro spoiler is made from fiberglass for

less than half the price of an OEM spoiler. Factory Style Spoiler for Camaro Coupe. Factory
Style Spoiler for Camaro Convertible. Factory Style Rear Spoiler for Camaro. Designed with the
look of the factory spoiler, this Camaro factory style spoiler is made from fiberglass, but for less
than half the price o Add style and class to your Camaro with this Sawtooth style spoiler. This
spoiler is made from high quality ABS plastic for much less than It fits all Camaro SS V8 front
bumpers ACS uses a brand new GM front Camaro SS bumper with the classic central "mail slot"
and then uses a robot to perfectly trim and install the Panels are shipped prepped and primed.
Give your engine more clearance for a supercharger, perhaps and add some functional heat
extraction with this TLE hood insert. ACS says th Choose to have it d This T10 for models and
V6 models or T14 for SS models heat extractor hood insert will install directly into your a This
T10 for models and V6 models or T14 for SS models heat extractor hood insert with
polycarbonate window will in Manufactured using ACS's valida Designed to bolt to Camaro ZL1
factory hoods, the insert is The Chevrolet Camaro factory replacement heat extractor hood not
only adds an aggressive look, but it also releases high pressure air and he Ground Effects
Package for Camaro. The ground effects package creates a dramatic, ground hugging look for
your Camaro. It is available in a dark argent metallic finish and inc Doing more than just looking
great, these side skirts are tough enough to last through years of use and are made from
durable, flexible uret Add more flair and style to your Camaro SS with this front air dam chin
splitter. Our Camaro body pieces are made from tough ureth Sinister Camaro Lower
Aerodynamics Package. The Sinister Camaro Lower Aerodynamics Package offers the following
parts at a substantial package savings over buying them individually. Sinister Camaro Side
Skirts. Our Sinister Camaro Side Skirts are constructed of OEM quality high pressure urethane
and are complete replacements for your factory side sk Add more flair and style to your Camaro
LT with this front air dam chin splitter. Give your ride an aggressive style with this 3-piece rear
wing for your Camaro. Street Scene Spoilers are custom built and crafte This smoked acrylic GT
Styling solar wing attaches easily with the pre-applied 3M tape to the rear window of your
Camaro, protecting the This beautiful front splitter for the 5th generation Camaro SS is made
from OEM-Quality composite material and adds to the already aggressiv On our Sinister Camaro
Ram Air Hood, note the shapes and lines of the cowl follow the original design of the factory
hood, adding to the agg Sinister Camaro Front Air Dam. Sinister Camaro Rear Fascia Kit.
Sinister Camaro Street Appearance Package. The Sinister Camaro Street Appearance Package
offers the following parts at a substantial package savings over buying them individually.
Sinister Camaro Dovetail Rear Spoiler. A modern interpretation of a classic design, the Sinister
Camaro Dovetail Rear Spoiler flows seamlessly with the smart lines of your 5th Gen Do you ever
feel like you love the look of your Camaro but sometimes is tends to blend in. It happens, just
about all cars are produced in mass quantities, and sometimes it takes a little effort to
differentiate your car from the rest. Here at PartsForYourCar, we understand your dilemma and
want to help. Our inventory of Camaro body kits and body part Quickview Buy Now. A great
place to start adding some character is at the front of your car. When people see you pull up,
having a front end that looks mean lets people know you mean business. Adding a Street Scene
Front Splitter really lowers the look of your front end and adds to it an aggressive stance. These
Camaro body kit pieces, which also fit model years and , are made from tough urethane and are
designed to take the bumps and the nicks you are sure to dish out to them. A Sinister Camaro
Ram Air Hood for models is another place that you can add aggressiveness to your front end
look. When added in with a lower front-end appearance, the ram air hood just says that you
have power sitting in the engine bay. There are many other Camaro body kit hood options to
choose from, you just have to decide which one goes the best with the vibe your Camaro is
already sending off. Camaro Body Kit Pieces There's no reason to just stick to a lower front
end. Making your whole Camaro look lower is as easy as installing a set of side rockers. You
can install these parts right in your driveway using the supplied hardware. When you're looking
for an easy way to elevate your Camaro's status, this is definitely the way to do it. These
Camaro body kit pieces add a more race car like look to your sports car. They are much more
noticeable than the stock vents that can sometimes hardly be seen. Towards the rear end,
spoiler action is always a great way to get noticed. Especially if you already have a beefy
aftermarket hood, this is a great way to carry that look to the rear. We have many different rear
spoilers to choose from, it's really just a matter of taste. This part is a great way to show off a
little action without going overboard. Sometimes people get a little crazy with their rear spoilers
and tend to regret their spoiler choice after they have installed it. An aftermarket rear diffuser is
another great way to carry your aggressive look full circle. Instead of just having a stock
diffuser, installing an aer
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odynamic race-inspired carbon fiber diffuser really makes the statement that you went the extra
mile when it comes to customizing. You don't have to piece together your Camaro body kits.
Although some car enthusiasts find it fun to do all the shopping, for those that don't, we offer
full complete body kits that come all in one shot. This should help take a lot of the guesswork
out of matching front and rear air dams to the side skirts. You still get a low aggressive look
that will set your Camaro apart from others for a great price. If you feel like you have been
blending in when you really want to be standing out, PartsForYourCar has everything you need
to take your Camaro to the next level. Our Camaro body kit pieces are mostly easy installs that
can be done in your garage or driveway with a friend. Take some time and give us a call, we'll
help you find the perfect look for your Camaro. Join Our Newsletter Receive the latest news on
new promotions, exclusive offers, and new arrivals.

